For project conducted for our Client - Cisco Systems - the international leader in IT, we are looking for:

BI Developer
Job description:
➢ BI Developer will be responsible for deploying and maintaining Business Intelligence solutions:
➢ Implementing solutions using different BI tools (Power BI, Qlik Sense)
➢ Creating visually attractive, logical and user-friendly reports/dashboards
➢ Developing high performing, reliable and scalable solutions, based on business requirements
➢ Designing and developing ETL using SQL, SSIS or other tools depending on the platform.
➢ Analyzing and identifying gaps and areas for improvement.
➢ Participation in projects, maintenance and support of BI solutions as a member of an international team;
Requirements
➢ Mandatory working experience with Power BI (2+years of experience)
➢ Working experience with Qlik Sense would be a strong advantage
➢ Knowledge and experience in database design techniques and strong SQL skills
➢ Working experience with Relational Databases like MS SQL Server, SAP HANA, Google Big Query
➢ Experience in data analysis, troubleshooting
➢ Proven skills in Business Intelligence analysis
➢ Strong analytical mindset (analytical and diagnostic skills), proactive attitude, eagerness to learn,
inquisitiveness and persistence in solving problems;
➢ Report/Dashboard/Mashup development experience
➢ Engineering Background preferred
➢ English communication skills (capability to work in an English speaking environment);
➢ Clear, logical, and effective verbal/written communication skills
➢ Ability to work independently and without supervision, within virtual project teams spread worldwide (in
different time zones);
➢ Experience with front-end design and Visualization best practices
➢ HTML and CSS Front End Development to embed dashboard objects in a web application.
➢
What we offer
➢ Ability to work in multinational environment, across multiple geographies within large tech company
➢ Opportunity to gain new knowledge, develop, and gather experience in various projects
➢ Flexible time and place of work
➢ Full work comfort – private medical care, life insurance, access to MyBenefit platform (sport card, cinema
tickets and many others) - you can choose your benefits by yourself

